The genetics of cortical arealization in youth is not well understood. In this study, we use a 120 genetically-informative sample of 677 typically-developing children and adolescents (mean age 121 12.72 years), high-resolution MRI, and quantitative genetic methodology in order to address 122 several fundamental questions on the genetics of cerebral surface area. We estimate that over 123 85% of the phenotypic variance in total brain surface area in youth is attributable to additive 124 genetic factors. We also observed pronounced regional variability in the genetic influences on 125 surface area, with the most heritable areas seen in primary visual and visual association cortex. A 126 shared global genetic factor strongly influenced large areas of the frontal and temporal cortex, 127 mirroring regions that are the most evolutionarily novel in humans relative to other primates. In 128 contrast to studies on older populations, we observed statistically significant genetic correlations 129 between measures of surface area and cortical thickness (r G = 0.63), suggestive of overlapping 130 genetic influences between these endophenotypes early in life. Finally, we identified strong and 131 highly asymmetric genetically-mediated associations between Full-Scale Intelligence Quotient 132 and left perisylvian surface area, particularly receptive language centers. Our findings suggest 133 that spatially complex and temporally dynamic genetic factors are influencing cerebral surface 134 area in our species. 135 136 137 138
Significance Statement: 139
Over evolution, the human cortex has undergone massive expansion. In humans, patterns of 140 neurodevelopmental expansion mirror evolutionary changes. However, there is a sparsity of 141 information on how genetics impacts surface area maturation. Here, we present a systematic 142 analysis of the genetics of cerebral surface area in youth. We confirm prior research that 143 implicates genetics as the dominant force influencing individual differences in global surface 144 area. We also find evidence that evolutionarily novel brain regions share common genetics, that 145 overlapping genetic factors influence both area and thickness in youth, and the presence of 146 strong genetically-mediated associations between intelligence and surface area in language 147 centers. These findings further elucidate the complex role that genetics plays in brain 148 development and function. 149
Introduction: 150
Evolutionary advances in higher cognitive functions have been accompanied by dramatic 151 increases in both the size and complexity of the human telencephalon (Carroll, 2003) . The 152 expansion of the cortical sheet in Homo sapiens has been nearly entirely driven by increases in 153 cerebral surface area (SA). For example, human cortical SA is on average 1000 times larger than 154 that of mice, while cortical thickness (CT) is only doubled (Rakic, 2009 (Reardon et al., 2018) . 160
There are profound within-species individual differences in human brain structure. For 161 example, the size of the human cerebral cortex can vary by nearly a factor of two in similarly-162 aged youth (Giedd et al., 2015) . Understanding the nature of these observed individual 163 differences in brain structure remains an area of active investigation. Prior in vivo studies in 164 children and adolescents using MRI have shown that both cerebral volumes and CT are highly 165 heritable (Wallace et al., 2006; Schmitt et al., 2007; Lenroot et al., 2009 ). Studies in older adults 166 have demonstrated very high and relatively uniform heritabilities in SA throughout the cerebrum 167 (Panizzon et al., 2009; Eyler et al., 2011 Eyler et al., , 2012 . SA also appears genetically orthogonal to CT in 168 older samples (Panizzon et al., 2009) . 169 However, the literature on the genetics of cortical arealization area is limited in children 170 and adolescents, with the few prior studies presenting conflicting results. This is particularly 171 problematic given that cerebral SA changes most rapidly during childhood (Schnack et al., 172 2017) , and the dominant theories on its genetics are based on early neurodevelopmental 173 processes whose effects may be attenuated later in life (Rubenstein and Rakic, 1999; Rakic, 174 2009 ). In the current study, we describe results from a systematic examination of cortical 175 arealization in a large genetically-informative pediatric neuroimaging sample. Table 1) . Details of this sample have been described elsewhere 185 ). Parents of prospective participants were interviewed by phone and asked 186 to report their child's developmental, educational, and health history. Subjects were excluded if 187 they had been diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder, taken psychiatric medications, had 188 experienced brain trauma, or had any condition known to affect gross brain development. 189
Inclusion criteria were a minimum gestational age of 29 weeks and a minimum birth weight of 190 1,500 grams. Approximately 80% of families responding to the ads met inclusion criteria. 191
For twin subjects, zygosity was determined by DNA analysis of buccal cheek swabs 192 (BRT Laboratories and Proactive Genetics) using 9-21 unlinked short tandem repeat loci for a 193 minimum certainty of 99%. We obtained verbal or written assent from the child and written estimates (e.g. the heritability, A/V P , or a 2 ) can subsequently be calculated. 245
The model also contained parameters to adjust for sex and linear and nonlinear effects of 246 age on the mean. Optimum model fit was determined using maximum likelihood (Edwards, 247 1972) . In order to test for statistical significance, fit was compared to submodels with either 248 genetic or shared environmental parameters removed (CE and AE models, respectively); 249 differences in model fit asymptotically follow a 50:50 mixture of zero and 2 with 1 degree of 250 freedom (Dominicus et al., 2006) . Familial variance (combined additive genetic and shared 251 environmental variance) was also assessed by comparing the ACE model to a submodel in which 252 both familial factors were simultaneously removed. Control for multiple testing was performed 253 with the false discovery rate (Genovese et al., 2002). To investigate potential global effects on 254 vertex-level measures, we repeated these analyses including standardized total cerebral SA as an 255 additional covariate. Given the negligible role of the shared environment in these univariate 256 models, it was removed from subsequent analyses. 257
We hypothesized that a global genetic factor influenced regional genetic variance. As a 258 second perspective on the influence of global measures on vertex-level area, we constructed 259 bivariate models that decomposed the observed phenotypic covariance between each vertex and 260 standardized global SA. The statistical genetic approach was similar to that described previously 261 for CT (Schmitt et al., 2009a) . Briefly, models were statistical genetic extensions of the Cholesky 262 decomposition, which factors any symmetric positive definite matrix into a lower triangular 263 matrix postmultiplied by its transpose (Neale and Cardon, 1992) . This approach allows for the 264 covariance between two phenotypes to be decomposed into that owed to shared genetic or 265 environmental sources, but places few a priori constraints on the data. Mathematically, the 2 x 2 266 phenotypic variance-covariance matrix (P), and expected cross-twin variance-covariance 267 matrices (Cov MZ , Cov DZ ) can be expressed as: 268
Where A, C, and E represent 2 x 2 lower triangular matrices with 3 free parameters each, e.g.: Where a Gi,totSA = a 11 * a 21 and represents the genetic covariance between the i th vertex and total 276 surface area, a Gi = a 11 2 the genetic variance at the i th vertex, and a totSA = a 21 2 + a 22 2 the genetic 277 variance in total surface area. The phenotypic (r P ) and environmental (r E ) correlations were 278 estimated similarly. 279
In order to quantify similarities between shared genetic effects on SA and hotspots of 280 primate evolution, we compared our estimates of r G to vertex-level measures of differential 281 cortical expansion in the human relative to macaque (Hill et al., 2010). This right hemisphere 282 map (Evo) was transformed into CIVET space via methods described previously (Reardon et al., 283 2018). We then tested for inter-map spatial correspondence via spatial permutation, also referred 284 to as the "spin" test (Alexander-Bloch et al., 2018). Briefly, cross-vertex Pearson's correlations 285 for each pair of measures (r G and Evo) were plotted against a null distribution that was described 286 by 1000 spatially-permuted values. This test is advantageous as it controls for both multiple 287 testing and spatial autocorrelations. We also constructed r G -Evo concordance maps by 288 identifying vertices that were greater than 50 th centile in both metrics, and similarly for vertices 289 greater than 75 th centile for both metrics. We repeated this approach (i.e. CIVET transformation, 290 spatial permutation, concordance maps) to the neurodevelopmental expansion data from Hill et 291 al. (Devo), a map derived from 12 healthy term infants compared to 12 healthy young adult 292 controls. In order to facilitate subjective visual comparisons between datasets, vertex-level Z-293 scores for all three maps (r G , Evo, Devo) were also calculated. 294
Prior studies have shown strong genetic correlations between contralateral homologues 295 for CT ). In order to examine interhemispheric covariance for SA, we 296 constructed a bivariate model that examined the relationships between the ith vertex in the left 297 hemisphere with its contralateral homologue in the right hemisphere. In these models, we 298 controlled global factors by including total cerebral SA as a covariate. 299
Similarly, in order to assess for regionally-specific shared genetic influences on SA and 300 CT in children, we performed genetically-informative Cholesky decomposition incorporating 301 both measures at each vertex (i.e., a bivariate model with the ith vertex-level measure of both SA 302 and CT), adjusting for sex and linear and nonlinear effects of age. Finally, we employed 303 bivariate models to examine the shared genetic influences between vertex-level SA and full scale 304 intelligence quotient (FSIQ). 305 306 307 308
ROI-based Surface Area Analyses: 309
The scale of measurement has been shown to influence neuroimaging phenotypes, 310
including measures of SA heritability in adults (Patel et al., 2018) . Vertex-level measures also 311 suffer from a higher risk of type II error due to the need for multiple testing correction, problems 312 that are substantially attenuated with an ROI-based approach. Therefore, in order to examine the 313 Heritability of Global and Regional Surface Area: 327
Total cerebral SA was highly heritable, with over 85% of the total phenotypic variance 328 attributable to additive genetic factors [a 2 =0.86, c 2 =0.04, e 2 =0.10]; additive genetic effects were 329 statistically significant ( 2 = 84.3, p-value <0.0001) but shared environmental effects were not. 330
Heritabilities of vertex level measures were substantially lower, with strong regional variability 331 in the heritability of the cortical sheet (Figure 1) . Regions of highest heritability were in the 332 medial orbital cortex and precuneus, with relatively strong genetic influences also observed in 333 the inferior precentral and postcentral gyri. Modest heritability was also seen in the lateral and 334 inferior temporal lobes. Additive genetic effects were statistically significant in the bilateral 335 medial occipital lobes and precuneus, anterior cingulate gyri and sulci, perisylvian precentral and 336 postcentral gyri, and superior and middle temporal gyri. Contributions of the shared environment 337 were substantially lower, with no regions reaching statistical significance. Statistically significant 338 familial covariance (i.e., combined additive genetic and shared environmental covariance) 339 mirrored genetic probability maps. 340 341
Relationships to Total Surface Area: 342
After including total SA as a regressor, the heritability of vertex-level areal expansion 343 substantially decreased in most brain regions. However, the overall pattern was similar, with the 344 most heritable areas again noted posteriorly and inferiorly (Figure 2A) 
Genetically-Mediated Relationships between Surface Area and Cortical Thickness: 382
The heritability of global mean CT was substantially lower than for total SA [a 2 = 0.44, c 2 383 = 0.00, e 2 = 0.56], but nevertheless additive genetic factors had a statistically significant 384 influence on this phenotype ( 2 = 8.4, p-value = 0.0018). The genetic correlation between these 385 global measures was moderate in magnitude and highly significant (r G = 0.63, 2 = 67.1, p-value 386 <0.0001). There was notable regional variability in the shared genetic influences on vertex-level 387 measures of SA and CT ( 
ROI-based Analyses: 407
In general, ROI-level analyses using sub-parcellation of the Desikan-Killany atlas 408 produced very similar patterns to those at the vertex level. The highest heritability in SA was 409 again observed in the parasagittal occipital lobe, precuneus, anterior cingulate, and inferior 410 temporal cortex (Figure 7) . Effects from the shared environment were not statistically 411 significant. Patterns of phenotypic, genetic, and environmental correlations between global SA 412 and ROIs were also similar to those at the vertex-level (Figure 8) ; genetic correlations were high 413 for most of the cerebral surface, with the notable exception of the medial occipital lobes. In the 414 dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, genetic correlations were somewhat lower than those at the vertex-415 level. Probability maps were similar for ROI and vertex-level approaches. Patterns of CT-SA and 416 FSIQ-SA covariance at the ROI level were also similar to our higher-resolution analyses 417 (Figures 9 and 10) ; we again observed strong, asymmetric, and highly significant genetic 418 correlations between FSIQ and SA in the left supramarginal gyrus and to a lesser extent in the 419 left frontal operculum. 420
421
Discussion: 422 423
In this manuscript, we present a systematic analysis of the genetic influences on cerebral 424 SA in children. We found the strongest genetic effects in the posterior and parasagittal cortex 425 including cuneus, precuneus, and fusiform gyrus. Heritability patterns were strikingly similar to 426 those seen in newborns despite differences in scan acquisition, image processing, and statistical In the VETSA cohort (mean age 55.8 years), estimates were much higher and less regionally 436 variable (Eyler et al., 2011 (Eyler et al., , 2012 . Although these analyses were all cross-sectional, considered 437 together they imply that SA heritability increases with age, a phenomenon that we have observed 438 when examining CT longitudinally (Schmitt et al., 2014) . complexity (i.e. the primate brain) are expected to adapt at substantially slower rates than simpler 451 traits (Orr, 2000) . 452
453
Global Genetic Factors Influence Evolutionarily Novel Brain Regions 454
We found strong genetic influences on total SA in children and adolescents, with over 455 85% of the variance attributable to genetic factors. Strong heritability of this global measure 456 appears reasonably consistent across studies including newborns a 2 =0.78 (Jha et al., 2018), older 457 adults a 2 =0.89 (Panizzon et al., 2009) , and nonhuman primates a 2 =0.73 (Rogers et al., 2007) . 458
When total SA was included as a covariate, genetic signal decreased through most of the cortex, 459 implying that the global genetic factor was influencing individual differences at the vertex level. results indicate that these effects may be genetically-mediated. The presence of a global genetic 465 factor also has implications for genomic studies, as examination of SA at high levels of 466 neuroanatomic resolution may not be worth the associated drop in power owed to corrections for 467 multiple testing. 468
The principal exceptions to strong global effects were the parasagittal occipital lobe and 469 precuneus, which were the least impacted by the global covariate despite being among the most 470 heritable of all regions. These areas also rank among the least affected by evolutionary expansion 471 (Reardon et al., 2018) , a somewhat unexpected finding considering that areas with the highest 472 CT heritability are among the most evolutionarily novel (Schmitt et al., 2008) . We also observed 473 that the strongest interhemispheric genetic correlations were in visual cortex. Ipsilateral between-474 region genetic correlations are also strongest within the occipital lobe (Strike et al., 2018) . These 475 findings suggest that at least in younger individuals, the underlying genetic architecture of the 476 occipital lobe is largely distinct from the remainder of the brain, with strong genetic overlap 477 between areas involved in visual perception. 478 479
Shared Genetic Influences on Surface Area and Cortical Thickness 480
We observed substantial overlap in the genetic factors influencing total cerebral SA and 481 mean CT (r G =0.63), a finding that contrasts with the VETSA (r G =0. When the relationships between arealization and thickness were examined on the vertex 502 level, we found substantial regional variation, with the strongest positive genetic correlations in 503 the perisylvian cortex, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, parasagittal frontal lobes, and cingulate 504 cortex. Although many of these regions correspond to areas of evolutionary expansion, there are 505 notable exceptions, including greater than expected genetic correlations in primary motor cortex 506 and less than expected correlations in the posterolateral temporal lobe. Nevertheless, the similar 507 patterns may be indicative of genetic variants influencing both metrics in these regions. Overall, 508 the strength of genetic correlations that we observed were stronger compared to Strike et al., who 509 reported weak genetically-mediated relationships at the gyral level. Given the differences in age 510 between samples, neurodevelopmental factors may explain the discrepancies between studies 511 and warrants further investigation. 512 513 514
Genetic Factors Drive Relationships between Surface Area and Intelligence in Children 515
We observed modest phenotypic correlations between cortical arealization and 516 intelligence that were stronger in the left cerebrum. Although numerous prior studies have found 517 correlations between constructs of intelligence and both volume and CT (Deary et al., 2010), the 518 extant literature on the relationships between SA and intelligence is more limited, particularly in 519 children. Schnack et al. found that total cortical SA was larger in children with higher FSIQ 520 (Schnack et al., 2015) . In a sample of 449 children aged 4-12 years (Walhovd et al., 2016) , there 521 were widespread SA-FSIQ associations that generally parallel the regions of strongest 522
phenotypic correlations in the current study. Moreover, when these areas were mapped to the 523 VETSA sample, there was a small (r G =0.21) but statistically significant genetic correlation in 524 older adult subjects. 525 However, to our knowledge, the genetics underlying these relationships has not yet been 526 directly examined in youth. Our data suggests significant asymmetry in genetic factors critical for receptive language ability, and rank among the most evolutionarily unique regions of 534 the human brain (Carroll, 2003) . We also found statistically significant shared genetic effects for 535 two other regions in this network (BA 21, 37), although several other regions (e.g., dorsolateral 536 prefrontal cortex, associative visual cortex) did not reach statistical significance. 537 538
Conclusions: 539
These data provide strong evidence that genetic factors drive individual differences in human 540 cerebral SA in children. We also find convincing evidence that global genetic factors influence 541 local SA, as well as genetically-mediated brain-behavioral associations that conform to our 542 current understanding of functional neuroanatomy. However, our results also suggest a nuanced 543 and sometimes counterintuitive process influenced by regional, evolutionary, and 544 neurodevelopmental factors that thus far remain poorly understood. Further multivariate, 545 genomic, bioinformatics, and longitudinal studies will be required to understand this remarkably 546 complex structure in greater detail. 547 Probability maps identifying regions with statistically significant variation are also shown. 712
Nonsignificant vertices are shown in gray; there were no statistically significant shared 713 environmental effects after correction for multiple testing. Probability maps for familial (a 2 +c 2 ) 714 covariance also are provided. Because the power to identify familial effects is greater than for 715 individual variance components, a logarithmic scale is use in order to better visualize regional 716 differences. 717 718 Figure 2 : Global effects on areal expansion. Results from univariate variance decomposition 719 after including total cerebral surface area as a covariate are shown on the left (Panel A). The 720
shared environment was not significant in these models. plots regional differences in 721 heritability relative to the original model presented in Figure 1 ; atlas. Maximum likelihood estimates and FDR-corrected probability maps for genetic and 755 familial variance are also shown; similar to vertex-level measures, there were no statistically 756 significant shared environmental effects after correction for multiple testing. 757 758 Figure 8 : Genetic effects of global surface area on regional parcellations. Results from 759 univariate ACE models after including total cerebral surface area as a covariate are shown on the 760 left (Panel A). plots ROI-level differences in heritability relative to the original model 761 without a global covariate. Panel B presents results from bivariate analyses that directly model 762 the relationship between regional surface area and total surface area. 763 764 Figure 9 : Shared genetic relationships between areal expansion and cortical thickness at the 765 ROI level. Regional phenotypic (r P ), genetic (r G ), and environmental (r E ) correlations are shown, 766
as well as tests assessing the statistical significance of genetic and environmental covariance. 767 768 Figure 10 : Genetically-mediated correlations between intelligence and regional parcellations of 769 cerebral surface area. Phenotypic (r P ), genetic (r G ), and environmental (r E ) correlations are 770
shown (top) along with a probability map of statistically significant shared genetic influences. 771
Environmental correlations were not statistically significant after correction for multiple testing. 772 773
